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1. Introduction 

 

 

If markets work perfectly macroprudential policy is otiose or worse, positively distorting.  

Accordingly, this paper starts by exploring the various types of market failure that may give 

rise to the need for intervention by the authorities.  Next comes the interface between 

these various market failures and financial instability, and the potential problems which, 

therefore, macroprudential policy should try to rectify or solve.  Real estate markets are a 

major source of the disturbances that macroprudential policy is designed to deal with.  A 

key element underlying many of these problems is shown to be myopic behaviour by 

financial market participants.  The paper then asks which instruments appear to offer most 

promise in resolving these difficulties, and why.    

 

The literature on all these issues is immense.  References will be made to some relevant 

articles and books in the course of this paper.  But it would be wrong not to mention the 

recent BIS working paper by Galati and Moessner (2011) at this juncture.  This furnishes an 

admirably lucid and comprehensive coverage of many key contributions.  The Bank of 

England (2009) discussion paper gives a thorough analysis of what macroprudential policy 

means, while Brunnermeier, Crockett, Goodhart, Persaud and Shin (2009), Betbeze et al 

(2011) and Mayes, Pringle and Taylor (2009) provide penetrating treatments of background 

questions underlying it.  Readers interested in the etymology of the term “macroprudential” 

are invited to consult Clement (2010).       

 

The structure of the paper is as follows.   We begin in section 2 by examining market failures 

in general, and then, in section 3, the specific types of failure that macroprudential policy 

has to be designed to address.   Given the dominance of real estate market malfunctioning 

among the causes of financial crises, section 4 offers a simple model of the housing market.  

Two further sections, 5 and 6, look at different aspects of myopia and their consequences 
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for housing markets.   Section 7 broadens the analysis to related issues, and section 8 

reviews appropriate policy responses.  The paper concludes in section 10 with brief remarks 

about the international context for macroprudential regulation, and, before that, in section 

9, with scrutiny of some links between policy rates and financial crises, and the complex 

problems that may ensue when policy rates are directed – arguably misdirected – to 

macroprudential or financial stability tasks.  

 

2 What are the market failures? 

 

The case for intervention by a public sector body stands or falls on the issue of market 

failure.  This is as true of macroprudential regulation as of any other form of intervention.   

So are there market failures to address?  If so, what are they?  And is it true that 

macroprudential regulation can tackle them more reliably, more effectively, more swiftly, 

and at lower cost than any other form of intervention? 

 

There are four main types of market failure.  One arises when an activity affects other 

parties, who are not involved in the direct transaction or action itself, whether favourably or 

unfavourably.  This gives rise to externalities; extreme examples of this include the 

phenomenon of public goods, and the more general possibility of an isolation paradox that 

prevents the outcome from being as beneficial for the parties as it might be.   A second 

takes the form of deficient or asymmetric information.   A third reflects the possible 

exploitation of market power, if this happens to be distributed asymmetrically between the 

parties to the transaction, or be concentrated on one side.  Finally, markets are apt to file if 

some individuals fail, for some reason, to do as well as they can for themselves.  This might 

reflect inadequate information.  Or it could be attributable to a more fundamental kind of 

sub-optimization.      
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The object of macroprudential regulation is threefold.  It is first to try to prevent financial 

instability; second, to lessen the risk or gravity of its occurrence; and third, to resolve its 

consequences.   And what makes macroprudential regulation so intricate and special is the 

fact that the risks of financial instability are endogenous.  It is not just a matter of 

attempting to discover when or where an earthquake might happen.  An earthquake is an 

event which is presumably independent of what human beings may do.   Financial instability 

is not a bolt from the blue.  It is a disturbance consequent upon, and often amplified by, the 

actions that individuals take. 

 

Externalities are a major concern for macroprudential regulators.  An individual financial 

institution is said to be “systemic” if its risk-taking decisions can have a non-negligible 

impact, good or bad, on the risks facing numerous other institutions (and not just one that 

may be a counterparty to a financial transaction the first firm undertakes).   A systemic 

institution is capable of generating contagion.  It reflects the network risk presented by a 

bank, which Bank of England (2009)i characterizes as the loss given default or “resulting 

increase in distress felt across the system when (that) bank fails”.  Financial institutions 

borrow and lend to and from each other, in very large and (at least until recently) rapidly 

increasing amounts.  Regulators will need to pay special attention to the balance sheets and 

financial dealings of firms deemed to be systemic.  Systemicity is a matter of degree; the 

boundary between systemic and non-systemic institutions calls for an arbitrary incision into 

what is essentially a continuum.  The incision is not fixed for ever, either.  A firm might 

become more or less systemic over time, or indeed also in particular circumstances.   Goyal 

(2007) provides an excellent introduction to the economics of networks, on which the 

concept of systemicity turns.  

 

A second instance of externality effects that could trigger financial instability is the bank run.  

No bank has reserve or liquidity ratios of 100%. A retail bank is in a sense both a brilliant 

invention that economizes on resources – and yet, at the same time, something of a 

confidence trick, as its promise to repay all depositors on demand fails to pass the test of a 
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modified version of Kant’s Categorical Imperative.  If it is right to enable someone to do x, 

you have an obligation to enable everyone in similar conditions to do x as well.   

 

So my withdrawing my deposit from a bank increases the chance – however slightly – that 

the bank’s remaining till money holdings will be unable to meet similar withdrawal requests 

from other depositors.   Suppose a visible queue of anxious depositors now develops, all of 

them requesting withdrawals.  This would signal to anyone watching that the bank in 

question may well be illiquid - and possibly even teetering on the brink of insolvency.   If the 

TV cameras arrived, as they did for Northern Rock in the UK in 2007, the stage would be set 

for a classic run.    Witnessing other panicky customers remove their funds makes it wise for 

me to imitate them, and to pay no heed to the possible damage I do to others in the queue 

behind me.   

 

For both the systemic bank, and the possibility of bank runs, both of them instances where 

externalities play an important role, measures to prevent financial instability acquire the 

character of a public good.   This is true of other types of market failure that could imperil 

financial stability.  Moral hazard due to asymmetric information is a case in point.   A lender 

cannot easily monitor everything a borrower does.  A standard loan contract passes upside 

risk, from an investment project that the loan finances, to the borrower.  But the downside 

risk, in really bad outcomes, is absorbed by the lender.  Once the borrower’s collateral, if 

any, has been seized, and the borrower has been driven into receivership, there is nothing 

else the lender can be compensated with.    

 

At the margin, then, the borrower in distress can gamble for free: a gamble might save the 

business if it comes off, and only adds to the lender’s shortfall if it does not.   So a lending 

bank’s potential loan losses can easily be amplified in bad times.  And not all shocks to 

individual borrowers are idiosyncratic.  Bad times for one borrower are correlated positively 

with bad times for others.     This makes less senior tranches of banks’ finance especially 
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vulnerable in macroeconomic downturns.   Worse still, banks will be aware of the 

intensification of moral hazard effects that follows from a rise in interest rates on loans may 

help to keep interest rates on loans relatively low.  This could lead to an excess demand for 

credit, and consequent rationing in credit markets; and the tendency for this in serious 

downturns can be aggravated by adverse selection effects also due to informational 

asymmetries (better risks drop out if banks raise loan rates).    

 

That means that a credit crunch could be set in motion as a secondary development in a 

macroeconomic recession.  At the same time, the upward stickiness of loan rates may serve 

to erode the bank’s profits, and, over time, eventually, even impair its ability to survive.   

This brings us to yet a further asymmetric information problem.   Trouble does not just 

cause a bank’s borrowers to see greater advantage in gambles.  It makes gambles, even 

highly dangerous ones, look more attractive to the bank’s officers themselves.  The CEO of a 

bank facing possible distress will be tempted to quietly marginalize its risk management 

officials, and to limit, or embroider, whatever information it passes either to them, or to 

regulators.     

 

In investment banks, moreover, the problem of excessive gambling is still more acute, and 

not limited, either, to bad times.    Bonuses are typically bounded below at zero.  The 

fortunate trader shares the spoils of profitable transactions with the firm.  But the losses 

stay with the firm.  This truncation of returns would convert a risk-neutral trader into a risk-

lover.  Furthermore, the worst that can happen to the trader is dismissal.  But once the 

prospect of imminent dismissal is appreciable, the lure of silly bets may become completely 

irresistible.   

 

For portfolio managers, asymmetric information will enhance the appeal of a black swan.  

This is an asset with a large probability of small gain and a remote possibility of large loss.   

Negative skew becomes a very welcome feature, as holding assets with this property will 
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usually enable the manager to supply continuing spurious evidence, for a while, of a 

seemingly superior talentii.    Assets with the opposite returns profile will be shunned, and 

trade at a discount, unless enough astute agents, trading for themselves, take advantage of 

what would otherwise be an ensuing market failure, to buy them up on the cheap.    

 

Abuse of market power constitutes another type of market failure.  In an otherwise perfect 

economy, a profit maximizing monopolist, shielded from the threat of entry, and who does 

not price discriminate, will sell less, and at a higher price, than would be observed under 

perfect competition.  In retail banking, the increasing returns first observed by Edgeworth 

(1988), and the switching costs that tend to block entry, may tend to make for high levels of 

industrial concentration, and to forms of oligopoly on loan markets, and oligopsony in 

deposits, that come closer to Cournot’s models, or even to collusion, than the highly 

competitive models associated with Bertrand.   For regulators, this poses a grave dilemma.  

Ideally one would like to see more competition between banks.  But more competition 

makes for lower profits, and lower profits cumulate over time into weaker balance sheets.  

Safety considerations make regulators tend to smile on highly profitable retail banks that 

have learnt how to cooperate with each other as far as the law permits. 

 

This leaves sub-optimization as the remaining, fourth class of market failure with which 

macroprudential regulators may be concerned.    Many of the instances of this may be 

categorized as forms of myopia – some of them apparently “rational”, and others not.   At 

this juncture it is best simply to list them with brief explanation; subsequent analysis will 

provide a better place to explore their policy implications in some detail.   

 

Examples include herding (following others by buying assets that are rising in value, and 

selling those that fall, in the belief that the prime movers may have an informational 

advantage); debt servicing myopia (concentrating on early, and not average, nominal debt 

servicing costs); gambling against uncovered interest parity (rejecting the notion that a 
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higher interest rate on a safe asset in a currency reveals an offsetting expectation of capital 

loss through subsequent exchange rate drift); disregard of the “fundamentals” that theorists 

deem must anchor long term equilibrium values of economic and financial variables; 

interest rate myopia (the belief that monetary policy innovations are here to stay, or change 

only at glacial speeds); extrapolative expectations for asset prices, rapid learning, and 

programme trading; and actions to increase near-term equity value or portfolio 

performance.  Several of these examples blend into others.  And quite a cogent case may be 

made for thinking that some of them are at least boundedly rational.   

   

3.  Where are the market failures relevant to macroprudential regulation?  

 

Macroprudential regulators may in principle be interested in a wide range of asset markets 

(equities, bonds, foreign currency, precious and less precious metals, oil, foodstuffs, 

industrial property, dwellings, and land).   All but the last three of these are typically 

internationally tradable assets, at least in economies where international capital movement 

is permitted.  In the case of equities at least, there will be the well attested phenomenon of 

bias in favour of home products.  But the markets for all the members of this group are 

essentially global.  The last three in the list are quite different.   Here non-residents are at 

most very marginal players.   We may treat real estate as (almost like) a non-traded asset.   

 

National factors will play a role in equity markets.  Business cycles are not synchronized 

across markets.  Tax regimes are dissimilar and evolve differently, as do expectations of 

future rates of tax on, for example, corporate profits.  Technological progress rates differ 

and vary, as do wage costs, and monetary policies; and sectoral weightings in different 

markets are rarely close.  The standard deviation in the distribution of percentage changes 

in 40 national equity market indices (measured in US dollars) from end-2010 to early May 

2011 is 8.6, for example.   So national equity markets do not move in exact parallel.   But in 

general they move more closely than national real estate markets.     
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Equity markets can sometimes move violently.  October 1987 provides a colourful example: 

they fell by between a fifth and a quarter almost everywhere in 24 hours, and then 

recovered all lost ground very quickly. But and where if such turbulence is seen, these 

surges or collapses occur together, in virtually all markets where domestic and overseas 

investors can transact on similar terms.    What this means is that, other than for the United 

States or the Euro area, national regulators and central banks can exert minimal influence 

on their countries’ stock market prices, at least when these are expressed in a common 

currency.    It is the Fed and the ECB that are in the best position to issue implicit puts or 

calls, or attempt to prick suspected bubbles.    And this is still more true of the pre-tax prices 

of such things as gold or copper or oil, where national price differences are vanishingly 

small.  

 

In the national markets for housing and land, matters are very different.   Cross-country 

correlations of price index changes are much weaker than for equities.   Virtual non-

tradability does not preclude common influences, such as the effects of elevated real 

interest rates across the developed world for much of the 1980s, and the moves to lower 

real rates after 2000.    But differences are striking.  Real house prices rose by some 170% to 

220% in Greece, Ireland, Spain and the UK between 2000 and 2007, and almost as fast in the 

United States.  But in Canada, France, and much of Northern and Eastern Europe, they 

increased far less.   In Germany and Japan they hardly moved at all.   

 

Even more pertinent is the fact that the major gyrations in real estate prices, first upwards, 

and then more swiftly down, lie at the heart of almost all recent financial crises.     The 

1980s Savings and Loans crisis in the United States was primarily a real estate phenomenon.  

Corporate real estate values tumbled by nearly 80% in Japan between 1989 and 1991, even 

more than for Japanese house prices or equities, and it is the massive ensuing damage to 

the balance sheets of first the country’s banks, and later on its government, that dominates 
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the dismal doldrums to which the Japanese macroeconomy has been subject ever since.   In 

the UK, the more limited banking crises of the 1970s and early 1990s were triggered by a 

sharp reversal of earlier real estate bubbles, fuelled by excessive credit growth.   It was 

above all the sudden souring of Thailand’s overheated industrial property markets in 1997, 

and then panic by foreign investors, that led on to the South East Asian Financial Crisis.  And 

the North Atlantic Financial Crisis of 2008-9 was primarily, indeed almost exclusively, a 

product of another, gigantic real estate bubble and the misbegotten, misunderstood and 

mispriced financial instruments that first created it, in the United States.  As Archarya et al 

(2011) chronicle so well, much of the this sorry misbegetting was attributable to American 

politicians’ imperative for cheap housing loans, imposed through the two clumsy, obese 

semi-state-owned duopolists, Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae.   Prior to the most recent crisis, 

multi-country evidence on the very close link between financial crises, credit growth and 

commercial real estate prices, in particular, is well examined and reported by Davis and Zhu 

(2004).   

 

History warns central bankers and financial regulators to inspect a very wide range of 

economic and financial data.   But pride of place among these data must go to the prices of 

real estate, and also to the ebb and flow of credit provided to those who borrow to 

purchase it.  This emphasis on the intertwined variables of credit and real estate prices is 

paralleled by the much of the finest academic literature on cycles and financial stability, so 

well exemplified by the magisterial and highly influential paper by Nobuhiro Kiyotaki and 

John Moore (1997).             

      

4. A simple Model of the Housing Market 

 

Suppose that land is free (or that buildings can easily be extended vertically, as far as one 

would like, so that land is no constraint on construction); that population and real incomes 

per household are stationary; that competition among both landlords and builders is 
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perfect; that housing units are homogeneous and subject to a known, uniform rate of 

depreciation (z); that the construction sector suffers from diminishing returns to scale, 

completes buildings instantly, and obeys a unit elastic supply curve; that capital markets are 

perfect; that agents’ expectations are rational, and intratemporal utility functions are 

common and Cobb Douglas; and finally that taxation, if any, has no bearing on housing 

market transactions.     These unrealistic but helpful assumptions are motivated by the 

advantages of establishing a simple model with closed-form solutions, from which we can 

obtain numerous insights as a few of the assumptions are modified as necessary. 

 

Let q(t) denote the real price of a dwelling at date t when new, and H(t) their aggregate 

stock at that date.  Our assumptions about supply, competition, taxation and depreciation 

imply that, shocks aside 

zH(t) + dH(t)/dt = aq(t)    , a>0 

The intuition here is that there are two kinds of output from the construction sector.  There 

are new dwellings (dH/dt) and repairs and renewals (zH(t)).  Getting the builders to raise 

total output calls for a higher real price of the asset (when new), q, as the supply curve is 

upward sloping.  Meanwhile the assumptions on incomes, preferences and landlords enable 

us to write, say 

xY = H(t)P(t) 

where x is the share of income Y allocated to housing expenditures expressed as a flow, and, 

defining r(t) as the real interest rate at t and E is the expectations operator, P(t) is the flow 

rental rate given by 

P(t) = q(t){r(t)+z} – E(dq(t)/dt). 

The intuition here is that landlords are perfectly competitive, the real rental rates they 

charge must cover real interest plus depreciation, and allow for expected capital loss or gain 

as well, but leave no surplus beyond that.  And for those who own their house outright, the 
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rental rate is imputed: this is the rent they could have earned had they rented out their 

dwelling instead of living in it themselves.  If the real interest rate settles down to a 

constant, r, this little system leads to a steady state (whose variables are denoted by *) 

where     

H* =              and q* =            . 

These long run solution values lie at the intersection of an upward sloping stationarity locus 

for H (the horizontal axis variable, suppose) which exerts horizontal attraction, and a 

rectangular hyperbolic stationarity locus for the expected value of q (the vertical axis 

variable), with vertical repulsion.   Under rational expectations, there is a saddle path 

pointing towards (H*, q*) with a low negative gradient.  

 

Now consider what happens if there is a permanent and completely unexpected fall in r.  

Our solution for H* shows that the stock of dwellings will eventually increase, but as H 

evolves slowly, that will take time.  The upward sloping supply curve means that q* will be 

elevated, too.  But q is a jump variable which looks forward.  The downward sloping saddle 

path implies that q must overshoot at once, to create room for the dwindling capital losses 

on dwellings that landlords (and owner occupants) expect.      

 

Call this Case 1.   One difficulty with Case 1 is that monetary policy cannot affect the real 

interest rate in the long run.  At least this cannot happen in standard models.  If this is the 

case here, that implies that monetary policy cannot by itself alter q* or H*.    But it can exert 

temporary effects on real interest rate paths, assuming that the nominal prices of other 

goods and services in the economy are subject to transitory stickiness, as, for example, in 

Calvo-type models.    
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Suppose monetary policy is suddenly and unexpectedly relaxed, at date S say, with everyone 

correctly expecting a later reversal.  Let the new, short run real interest rate path display an 

immediate fall from r to r’, over an interval from S to T, after which it is expected (correctly) 

to return to r.  What will happen under foresight, and in the absence of any further shocks?  

At date S, q will jump above q*, but by less now than in case 1; how far it jumps will depend 

positively on the gaps between r and r’, and date S and date T.  With q>q* now, H starts to 

climb a little.  Meanwhile q slips back, and at a gathering pace.  At date T, q will have slipped 

back all the way to reach the saddle path towards the old steady state, after which it 

reverses direction, drifting upwards (at a declining rate) until q* is approached 

asymptotically.   H, on the other hand, reaches its peak well before date T, and then drifts 

downward, along with q, until the saddle path is reached.  Thereafter, H will continue sliding 

as q recovers.   Call this Case 2.     

 

5. Interest Rate Myopia and the Housing Market 

 

Now suppose that housing market participants believe – quite wrongly – that the monetary 

relaxation will reduce the real interest rate permanently.  Call this Case 3.  This time, q will 

jump at date S as in Case 1.   A strong housing boom is set in motion.  But the “truth” is as in 

Case 2.   So when date T arrives, households get a nasty surprise.  If they now come to 

expect (rightly) that r will remain at its new, higher value (the same value it displayed before 

date S), we shall see q crash, to reach the saddle path towards the old steady state, at the 

coordinates H*, q*.     But because q was so much higher from S to T than in Case 2, H will 

be much higher at date T, and it will have been climbing throughout, until the moment 

when horrible truth is revealed at date T.     That means a much bigger crash in q, and a 

period of rapid building replaced by one with next to no construction activity at all (only a 

small fraction of the depreciation losses in the housing stock may presumably be made 

good)iii.   
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It is interesting to note that if those responsible for taking pricing decisions in firms (when 

the Calvo mechanism gives them the chance of doing so) know the truth about how 

monetary expansion will be reversed at date T, there will be much less upward pressure on 

the prices of such products in the interval from S to T.  That means that the nominal price of 

houses would have had to jump, initially, by a bit less than it would otherwise have had to 

do.  So the path for the nominal interest rate that triggered the real interest rate decline to 

r’ would display a bigger drop at date S than it would otherwise do.  Had firms’ product 

pricing officers also suffered from interest rate myopia, real interest rates would have been 

subject to faster erosion for any given path of nominal rates.    

 

The key conclusion to stress at this point, then, is this.   If actors in housing markets 

underestimate the strength and speed of the forces that tend to restore real interest rates 

to normal equilibrium levels, house price movements will become more responsive than 

they should to monetary policy decisions, and the violence of construction cycles will be 

amplified.     

 

Interest rate myopia may have another manifestation – and a further set of worrying 

implications for housing markets.   To enable them to buy a dwelling, most emptors take out 

a mortgage.  These mortgages vary in their interest rate terms and characteristics.  Some 

mortgages offer a fixed rate of interest for a protracted period, of several years.  Others are 

offered at a variable interest rate, which may be altered by the lender at will, or be tied – for 

some while at least – to a benchmark interest rate (such as a central bank policy rate).   

Variable rate mortgages will look cheap when the policy rate is low, and expensive when 

policy is restrictive.   Mortgages where rates are fixed for some period exhibit rates that will 

be linked to longer term bond yields, which tend to display less volatility; but when the 

interval of the fix ends, there is a chance that they could jump up or down appreciably.  

These issues are carefully explored by Miles (2004).  
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House buyers may be tempted to compare the current rates on the two types of mortgage, 

and just opt for the one that looks cheaper, without realising that the sign and size of the 

interest rate difference could change substantially at any time.    When monetary policy is 

expansionary, this would make them prefer the variable rate mortgage; when restrictive, 

the opposite.  If (as seems all too likely) the rate on variable mortgages climbs later on, 

possibly sharply, borrowers in this position may become distressed, and delinquencies and 

repossessions may well ensue.    Had they opted for a fixed rate mortgage, their finances 

would not have come under such pressure, and the housing market might well have been 

less prone to exaggerated disturbancesiv.     

 

6. Debt Servicing Myopia and the Housing Market 

 

Mortgages carry a nominal interest rate.  They are rarely, if ever, indexed instruments.   Sooner or 

later, nominal interest rates on mortgages settle down to the sum of the following elements: (a) the 

rate of inflation; (b) the steady state real rate of interest; (c) an allowance for the risks of default and 

loss contingent upon default, reflecting the possibility that the value of (firesale?) collateral may fail 

to match the outstanding mortgage; (d) the marginal costs, expressed as a flow, of managing the 

mortgage; (e) allowance for any mark-ups attributable to departures from perfect competition; and 

(f) allowance for any relevant net taxation.   In most countries, the last three elements are quite 

trivial. 

 

Now consider the case of a major fall in the actual rate of inflation, say as a consequence of 

adopting, or revising, the inflation targeting regime.   Let us focus on the long run consequences.  

With the real interest rate invariant in the long run, and assuming that factors (c) to (f) all remain 

unchanged, the nominal rate of interest should eventually have drifted down by the fall in the 

inflation rate – assuming that this now comes to be correctly anticipated.    The total burden of 

servicing the debt over its life cannot change in real (discounted) terms, as a result of this.  But the 

way the burden is distributed over time will change.      With the old, higher inflation rate, the stream 

of debt servicing and repayments was “front-loaded” in real terms.   A borrower paid amortization 

which was fixed in nominal terms –and the real value of this would fall over time as inflation ate 

away.   The transition to a lower nominal interest rate that would accompany lower inflation in the 
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long run would make the time profile of real amortization payments less loaded towards the early 

years.    There would be less front loading.  Initial nominal amortization would be reduced; but this 

saving early on would be balanced by larger payments than before, in real terms, because inflation 

was reducing their real values more gradually.  

 

Perceptive borrowers and lenders would be aware of this long run consequence of the move to 

lower inflation, and make allowance for it.   There should be no overall effect on the housing market.  

But now suppose that the borrowers look closely at the narrower, misleading concept of short-term 

affordability of the mortgage, and pay no attention to the expected real value of amortization 

payments after that.    Consider the amortization formula in the steady state, where factors (c) to (f) 

are negligible, and r and i represent the real rate of interest and the rate of inflation respectively. For 

convenience, assume r and i are constant and correctly predicted.    Let F be the value of the initial 

loan, y the nominal amortization stream (taken to be continuous), and V the duration of the 

mortgage.   In that case, the ratio of y to F will be given by 

 

y/F = (r+i)/[1-        }. 

 

From this it is apparent that a permanently lower rate of inflation reduces the flow of nominal 

amortization payments.   That means that unsophisticated borrowers will think that they can safely 

bid up the value of the dwelling they seek to buy, believing that the drop in the ratio of their initial 

amortization payment to their income represents a real gain.  Of course this is an illusion; but many 

borrowers may not understand this effect at all.   Nor, indeed, may their lenders, whether retail 

banks, or financial institutions specializing in such lending, such as thrifts in the United States or 

building societies in the UK.   

 

We have been comparing nominal amortization payments under steady state assumptions.  In 

practice, the transition to a lower rate of inflation may well involve a temporary increase in nominal 

interest rates.  This is especially likely if the transition occurs when inflation expectations are sticky 

or adaptive, or when there is incomplete credibility in a new monetary regime offering the declared 

promise of lower inflation.   In that event, debt servicing myopia will not start to wreak its pernicious 
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effects until later, once nominal interest rates have gone some way below their previous average 

values.    It may be no accident that the housing bubbles in the mid and later 1980s in the US and the 

UK, and the subsequent crashes in real estate prices, followed on from the disinflation policies 

pursued by Volcker in the United States, and Thatcher’s administration in Britain.    

 

Still more pertinent parallels can be seen in Greece, Ireland and Spain.  At the time of Euro adoption 

(1999-2002), these three countries inherited memories of much faster inflation in post-war decades 

than Germany.    The European Central Bank was seen as a kind of expanded, reincarnated 

Bundesbank, which would carry forward its tradition of low inflation in terms of the new currency.   

As the date for the common currency’s introduction drew near, the Greeks, the Irish and the 

Spaniards all witnessed a sharp fall in the nominal interest rates at which they could borrow.   The 

Germans, on the other hand, did not.    In the 5 years that followed the arrival of euro notes and 

coins, Ireland, Greece and Spain all experienced some of the giddiest housing booms ever recorded – 

and with calamitous consequences.    Meanwhile in Germany, real estate prices stagnated.     This 

evidence does not prove causation.  But it is highly suggestive.   Debt servicing myopia is a very 

plausible culprit indeed.  

 

7. Uncovered Interest Parity, Herding, Short-Termism, Bonuses and Procyclicality 

 

The hypothesis of uncovered interest parity (UIP) is a natural application of no-arbitrage conditions 

familiar in the theory of financev.   It states that default free assets in different currencies should give 

similar rates of overall expected return.   When rates of interest on such instruments differ, the gap 

between them should be offset by anticipated exchange rate drift.    A higher rate of interest should 

be balanced by exchange rate depreciation.     

 

If expectations are rational, actual exchange rates should differ from previously anticipated values 

only by white noise.   It follows that a joint test of rational expectations and UIP is to see whether an 

ex-ante interest differential on safe assets between a pair of currencies for a specified interval turns 

out to predict the evolution of the exchange rate between them over that period ex post.   The 

evidence, to put it mildly, is mixed.   Mahadeva and Sinclair (2005) find that the test is failed 

abysmally over short periods, but passed with flying colours for a very large group of currencies in 
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the long run (a decade plus), in the sense that averaged nominal interest differentials do track 

nominal exchange rates very closely, almost exactly as predicted, over longer periods.    Abadir and 

Talmain (2008) find that the prediction is disconfirmed in levels but performs very well indeed in first 

differences.   Meredith (2002) mounts an elegant defence of UIP, while others emphasize that the 

sign of the exchange rate drift on the interest differential in many examples is wrong, and often 

significantly so.   Prominent in the latter group are Brunnermeier et al (2009), who find that “carry 

trading” – borrowing in low-interest currencies and investing in higher-yielding currencies, and 

hence betting against UIP - is generally profitable but potentially very risky, as the latter currencies 

can crash spectacularly.       

 

One interesting reason why UIP may fail ex post is that central banks have, in recent years, been 

attracted to the notion of inertia in monetary policy rate adjustments.   Rudebusch (2002) and 

Woodford (1999, 2003) study these in detail, both normatively and positively.   Normatively, one key 

idea is that with forward looking price-setting behaviour in a Calvo setting, the belief that a policy 

rate move in one direction is likely to be followed by several others in the same direction serves to 

increase the leverage that the policy rate can exert in stabilizing inflation.  Another is that altering 

asset prices quickly, a possible effect of large policy rate moves, may reduce those assets’ long run 

attractiveness, and possibly contribute to financial instability.   In any event, if central banks have 

been moving towards smaller policy rate changes, with positive serial correlation, markets 

participants may take time to learn; and in that event, the transition to greater inertia should 

display, in the data, something of a systematic bias towards wrong-sign predictions of exchange rate 

movements on interest differentials.      

 

Be this as it may, one lesson to be drawn from the evidence is that betting against UIP does tend in 

many cases to be quite profitable in the short term, but definitely less profitable – and quite possibly 

downright unprofitable - over longer spells, where currencies offering high interest are liable to 

fallen back sharply at some point.    Given time, fundamentals re-establish themselves.    But 

copycatting, herding, and gambling on the continuation of recent movements in the opposite 

direction can bring gains for a while.  

 

Market observers may reason that a particular price change betrays transactions by people acting on 

inside information (“pigs” leading “sheep” in Sinclair’s (1990) informal model).  Herding might 
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sometimes be rational in a variety of cicumstances, as Devenow and Welch (1996) first showed.  

Park and Sabourian (2011) set down conditions under which either following the crowd, or its 

opposite, contrarian behaviour, could be rational.  Herding becomes attractive, they show, if 

participants trading sequentially, in markets affected by ransom transactions, believe that large price 

changes are quite likely, while contrarians are apt to think the opposite.    

 

One may also apply insights from work in another context by Mankiw and Reis (2002) on “rational 

inattention” and Salop and Stiglitz (1977) on “bargains and rip-offs”.      Keeping a permanent watch 

on all asset prices might cost dear.  Periodic sampling, or occasional thorough scrutiny, might be 

cheaper.  And looking out for the odd sharp price move, and chasing it, could pay off: that might 

indicate the activity of a few traders exploiting privileged information, whether legally or not.   

Evidence of positive serial correlation at high frequencies supports this.  And the Salop-Stiglitz model 

of price dispersion can create incentives for watching where others “shop”, and copying them, as a 

cheap alternative to paying for the distribution of prices. Watching what Raj Rajaratnam bought and 

sold for his Galleon hedge fund, had you been able to observe it, would have proved highly 

profitable.  In the context of banks, trying to learn about the credit-worthiness of different sovereign 

borrowers could, as Heffernan (1986) argued, be much costlier than simply seeing where other 

banks lend, and following suit in the belief that the leader of the herd would presumably have done 

her homework.    

 

Furthermore, the tendency for financial institutions’ chief executives’ results to be monitored at 

frequent intervals, and benchmarked against their rivals’, would only reinforce pressures to conform 

to what the rest of the pack were doing, and avoid commitments perceived to have better long term 

than short term prospects.     Asymmetric information arguments suggest that any agent without 

pronounced aversion to risk, and for whom assiduity at work is costly, should typically be rewarded 

on the basis of performance, even when that performance can be disturbed by random factors. And 

sometimes basing rewards on performance relative to peers elsewhere may be useful, too, in the 

sense that it could increase the expected utilities of all parties.   So the payment of bonuses to 

employees, senior and junior, should certainly not be discouraged.    

 

Nonetheless, many bonus packages appear in practice to have serious flaws.   They are typically 

truncated below, creating dangerous incentives to gamble when outcomes appear bleak.    For top 
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staff, they can sometimes be cunningly constructed with arcane features that provide what appear 

very high rewards in both good times and bad; and the overall levels of remuneration at the top – 

bonuses plus base pay – have become ever more detached from pay to other staff.   Most 

annoyingly, bonuses are frequently based on short term outcomes, such as sales or profits in the 

year or the quarter, and paid over all too swiftly. Relating rewards to performance measured over 

longer periods would reduce the element of chance, give a fairer reflection of likely input quality, 

remove some of the gambling incentives associated with truncation at the floor, and allow for 

decisions which take time to bear fruit.   Rewarding loan salesmen by the volume of the new lending 

they make, rather than according to whether those loans prove profitable or not later on, is a 

graphic illustration of how short-termism, gambling, imitation, and bad pay structures can spread 

poison through a country’s entire financial system.      

 

Paying undue attention to recent observations, and too little to the lessons of history, is not limited 

to the way banks reward their credit product marketing forces.   It is a very pervasive and insidious 

threat.   A boom brings a drop in bankruptcies; a slump, the opposite.   Furthermore, 

macroeconomic expansions tend to raise the value of the collateral that banks hold against secured 

debts.   These two phenomena combine: both make perceived credit risks tend to fall in good times 

and burgeon in bad.   If banks react by reducing their loan rates in upswings, and raising them in 

downswings, the cycle is exacerbated.  The point is far from new: it is brilliantly documented in the 

risk management context by Lowe (2002).  It also forms a key part of the financial accelerator 

mechanism invented by Bernanke and Gertler (1995)vi.    And in the course of the past dozen years 

or so, procyclicality has been exacerbated by no fewer than five noteworthy developments. These 

are the “Vesuvius effect” of the explosion of accessible, high frequency financial data; collapsing 

computing speeds; a spell of exceptionally benign financial weather in leading western economies; 

the change to fair value accounting; and the widespread adoption of some unfortunate features of 

the regulatory regime known as Basel II.   The Vesuvius effect tempted financial econometricians to 

think that a vast increase in the number of observations could give trustworthy answers about the 

variance covariance matrix of returns on different financial assets, when the long span of data, 

which alone would be needed to capture the statistical features of low frequency events, was 

unfortunately missing.   

 

8. Appropriate Policy Responses 
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Now that we have analysed the types of market failure which may induce or aggravate financial 

instability, we are in a position to draw some inferences about the possible ways the authorities may 

respond to them, and which of them might offer particular promise.   

 

One possibility is to use the main weapon of monetary policy, the policy interest rate, to try to prick 

detectable asset market bubbles, as advocated forcefully by Cecchetti et al (2000), and pondered 

judiciously by Borio and Lowe (2002), among others.    Furthermore, non-myopic monetary policy 

makers will be concerned with the entire future path of macroeconomic variables: a monetary 

restriction imposed now can limit or even prevent a possible recession due to a post-bubble financial 

collapse in the further future, this should surely be taken into account.   

 

The difficulties are well known here, however.  Can we really identify bubbles?   Given all the 

uncertainties, might it not be much easier to wait and see, and then clear up the mess if and when 

they burst?   And is it wise to use a single instrument to try to achieve two objectives?  Should we 

not try and think of other instruments?  That is emphatically not the same thing as ignoring potential 

bubbles.   

 

 We saw earlier that equity markets in financially integrated economies tend to move roughly in 

parallel.   This suggests that, if monetary medicine is to be considered, and there are some cogent 

arguments against its use here, responding to major deviations from fundamentals, up or down, may 

often call for action led by the largest authorities – the Fed and the ECB, for example.   The national 

central bank of a smaller country is singularly ill equipped to handle what may well be a global 

problem (although it might need to participate in an internationally coordinated series of policy rate 

changes).     Occasionally, though, a national stock market appears to lose touch not just with the 

country’s own fundamentals (such as overall GDP and the share accruing to profit, price-earnings 

ratios, and coverage ratios for quoted companies) but also with movements in equity values abroad. 

This happened in Japan in the 1980s, for example.    In those circumstances, government ministers 

and central bankers might start with warnings (“open mouth operations”).  If aberrations continued, 

a wide array of fiscal and monetary instruments is available.  Changes in corporation tax, capital 

gains tax, and stamp duty on equity transactions, as well as policy rates, could first be threatened, 
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and then implemented, probably on an explicitly temporary or state-contingent basis, if that proved 

necessary.   Monetary policy rate changes would have a more pervasive effect; the advantage of 

recourse to the fiscal instruments is that they would be more finely honed to the specific problem at 

hand.  If an equity boom happened to accompany general macroeconomic overheating, however, 

policy rate rises would become attractive.  But they would presumably be under consideration 

anyway, quite independently of the asset price boom.        

 

In the case of a real estate boom, fuelled one assumes by rapidly expanding credit, a different set of 

instruments presents itself.   One is a ban on mortgages exceeding a specified maximum duration.  

The maximum could be reduced when inflation rates are expected to fall appreciably and 

permanently, since that would, as we saw above, pose severe threats to financial stability under 

conditions of debt service myopia.   Superior to a ban, if more complicated, would be a tax on 

standard amortization mortgages, payable at inception and one assumes levied most conveniently 

on the issuing lender, for which duration exceeded some maximum.  The maximum could be raised 

or reduced to stimulate or retard housing activity.  They, and / or the rates of tax could be linked – 

predictably - to key housing market variables in the public domain, such as the statistics on the ratio 

of (average) q to income per household, either in level, or rate of change, or both, as well as to 

nominal interest rates, and ratios of credit aggregates to nominal national income.    A reaction 

function, or implicit rule, displaying about how the policy parameters responded to such data, would 

come to be learnt, and this should help to stabilize the relevant markets.    An alternative to explicit 

taxation on long duration mortgages is the implicit taxation that comes with increased capital 

requirements imposed on lenders: the level of dynamic provisioning required could be linked to the 

average maturity of the stock of loans on his books, or better, the flow of new loans he granted in 

some recent period.   Linking them to the flow of new loans, rather than the stock, will a bit riskier, 

because lending cycles are neither symmetric nor homogeneous in shape or duration.  But they will 

gain time: the level of loans will peak, relative to trend, when its growth rate falls to trend, which will 

be an average of a quarter of a cycle after the growth rate has peaked.  And in a time of uncertainty, 

when data may be mismeasured, and policy interventions take time to have effect, that advantage is 

crucial.    

 

Loans in foreign currency may well give a superficial impression of being cheap – ultimately a 

completely false impression, it must be stressed, if UIP works, as we saw above it does, “in the end”.   
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But they will look tempting to inexperienced and unsophisticated borrowers, particularly if they are 

myopic.   And they could get out of control in the kind of lending frenzy that precedes a crash.       

The same menu of options is available: bans; taxes; and (additional) provisioning.   Again, taxes are 

preferable to bans.  The case for any of these can be based on standard Pigouvian arguments of 

internalizing the externality.  Here the externality is associated with the intercorrelated risks of 

borrower bankruptcy, impaired lender balance sheets, and consequent financial stability, posed 

when domestic currency suddenly depreciates.   Long loans in what look like very low nominal 

interest rates denominated in a strong foreign currency are of course especially pernicious.    So too 

are “grace periods” where the initial rate of interest on loans to inexperienced borrowers is low, or 

zero.  Often they are followed, after a year or so, by abnormally high rates of interest, and heavy 

penalties for early repayment: cunning lenders can exploit borrower myopia, inertia, and switching 

costs to trap the unwary into usurious contracts.   Supervisors could obtain information on such 

products, and who was issuing them and in what amounts; they would be a prime candidate for 

additional taxation, especially when credit growth was rapid.    

 

The loan to value (LTV) ratios could be subject to similar treatment.   An adjustable ceiling on them 

could be set.  But a more liberal and sophisticated policy would be an adjustable vector of tax rates 

on loans with ratios that exceeded an adjustable ceiling.   Again, it would be best to levy the tax on 

the lender when the mortgage was issued.    The tax rate(s) could be lowered (or even waived) for 

demonstrably bona fide first time buyers, for whom high LTV ratios would often be needed.    The 

aim would be for these adjustments to respond, usually predictably, to the dynamics of credit / GDP 

ratios and real estate price data.  The perilous family of “interest only” mortgages, which have 

recently been engineered by crafty lenders to appeal to particularly myopic (or optimistic) 

borrowers, could be subject to still more penal taxation, or better still, perhaps, made illegalvii.  And 

loans to support commercial real estate transactions would be made subject to similar kinds of 

variable imposts and regulations.    Cross border regulatory or tax arbitrage could undermine such 

arrangements; they would have to be prevented by vigilant supervisors and intergovernmental 

agreements.     Tax revenues obtained through these various devices could be lodged in a special 

financial stability fund, designed to shield taxpayers from the consequences of future financial crises.  

Or they could be applied to reduce the national debt – debt which past financial crises have, in many 

countries, done so much to augment.    
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Yet a further fiscal device that can be altered to achieve real estate smoothing, and enhance 

financial stability, is stamp duty on housing transactions.   This is traditionally levied at high rates in 

Belgium, and Britain and Singapore provide examples where rates have been adjusted now and then 

to dampen real  estate cycles.   Stamp duty has two great merits: it is cheap to collect, and almost 

impossible to avoid.   But, rather like rent controls, it is almost inevitably distortionary.   For 

example, people are tempted to delay selling their house if they move, and waste time and real 

resources in needlessly long commutes – or to stay where they live and turn down offers of 

employment to which they may be somewhat better suited.     So impairing the functioning of 

housing markets means impairing the functioning of labour markets.   Then there is the clinching 

point: the fact that stamp duty merely discourages trading, and splits prices to buyers and sellers; its 

impact on the mid price is uncertain and probably modest.   There is no reason why turnover and 

price trends are related in any systematic way.  So it is likely to be next to useless as a 

macroprudential device. Given this, variable taxes on high duration mortgages, or high LTV 

mortgages, seem better attuned to deal with the specific market failures in question; if they are 

imposed at all, stamp duties should be very light.   

 

Using these variable taxes (or their cruder counterparts, variable ceilings) turns critically on 

indicators of dangerous overheating or excessive weakness in the real estate markets and / or the 

supply of credit that finances transactions in them.   Table 4.1 in Bank of England (2009)viii provides a 

list of such possible indicators.  Twelve variables – or sets of multiple variables - in this list are 

available and published regularly, often at reasonably high frequency.  At least some quantitative 

information on four more, mostly based on confidential material, may be seen by UK regulators.      

In other countries the supply of data may be more limited.   

 

Careful thought and econometric scrutiny needs to go into how to use such data to signal the 

periodic need to tighten or relax the macroprudential instruments, whatever form they take.   The 

distribution of dwelling prices, as evidenced by advertised or transactions prices, needs to be 

contrasted by the distribution of household incomes.  With the latter defined in years, the ratio of 

mean (or median) values of the former to mean (or median) values of the latter is usually found, in 

most economies and over long periods of history, to lie between about 2.5 and 5.  Where it is within 

this interval varies with taxation, land availability, demographic movements, and monetary 

conditions; but it rarely strays too far beyond that range.    
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So, if a particular economy displays a trendless ratio averaging, say, 3.5, with a 90% confidence 

interval from 4.2 to 2.9, macroprudential regulators might start to sharpen their instruments, and 

make adjustments, whenever data samples suggested it had risen above 4.2 or fallen below 2.9.    

Better still, given the inevitable delays in data collection, and in the process of allocating credit and 

constructing dwellings, the regulators could inspect the annualized growth rate of the chosen ratio.  

If this were, say, above 10%, with the level well already above trend (but below 4.2), the brakes 

should be slammed on then, rather than later.   Mortgages with high LTVs or duration would 

suddenly become taxed more heavily.      

 

The stock of credit provided by banks (either in aggregate, or to particular types of borrowers such 

as households or non-financial companies), expressed as a ratio to annual (or quarterly) national 

income, is another key statistic that macroprudential regulators will need to monitor closelyix.   

Financial innovation is one of several reasons why such ratios can change over time.  

Econometrically, they are apt to be far less cointegrated than house price – income series.    But 

when both ratios are moving sharply in the same direction, and already looking abnormally high (if 

rising) or low (if falling), alarm bells should certainly ring.     

 

Furthermore, if microprudential supervisors found evidence in an individual bank of lack of due 

diligence, such as an increased incidence of lender self-certification of income, for example, and 

particularly in a period of heavy lending and sustained house price inflation, the macroprudential 

instrument of enhanced capital ratios could be applied differentially, and with extra ferocity, on that  

institution.  There is a strong case for penalizing riskier banks.   Different risk-weights on different 

classes of asset are one way of achieving this, but the formulae (which are likely to be backward 

looking) may sometimes need to be reinterpreted, overridden or adjusted in individual cases.    The 

overall framework of capital charges has to be agreed internationally, however, and ideally by as 

many countries as possible, to stop regulatory arbitrage.   If riskier banks simply migrated to 

countries where regulation was lax, there might well be an enhanced threat of severe global 

financial instability.   The task of detecting unduly risky activity and responding to it speedily and 

appropriately could become far more difficult.        
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At the time of writing, policy makers are trying to decide whether Basel III capital ratiosx should be 

applied more severely to systemically important financial institutions (sifis).  This is a contentious 

issuexi.   The more closely and widely one bank is linked through loans or deposits with others, the 

greater the chance that certain risks may be diversified.  Yet the first bank may propagate any risks 

to its own operations more broadly, and this could enhance, not lessen, overall risk of financial 

instability.  There may be an optimum pattern of linkages in a network, where the undoubted gains 

from extra links are traded off at the margin against the costs in the form of additional links (or 

greater similarity).  But neither theory nor evidence have yet to establish many robust results in this 

area.   Furthermore, a country with large banks that deal little with each other will see advantage in 

pressing for extra restrictions on sifis, while countries in the opposite position will argue the 

contrary.           

 

Macroprudential analysts are understandably concerned about the links between financial 

instituitions, many of them links where investment banks (or hedge funds) form at least one party to 

a transaction or claim.   The issue centres upon how big the possible social gains and losses from 

such activity may be.   In a purely speculative deal, where two parties place different values on some 

asset or set of assets, there will normally be a zero sum outcome.  But if kinks and bounds in the 

structure of possible returns, due to bankruptcy constraints, perhaps, are present, the two parties 

may be gaming at the expense of a third party, the taxpayer who will foot the bill from some of the 

ensuing damage if one of the two main parties fails.  It is important for legislators and 

macroprudential regulators try to ensure that speculators cannot gamble for free by relying on an 

explicit or implicit state rescue guarantee.   Hence the case for letting an investment arm of a 

diversified bank fail without endangering its retail banking arm.   

 

Furthermore, if two individuals are induced to game by bonus floors, the third party that stands to 

lose might also include the shareholders as well as taxpayers.   Restricting bonuses to equity 

payments, and / or to lengthened periods over which performance is measured, will not entirely 

solve the problem, but it should with luck succeed in lessening it.   The payment of performance 

related bonuses has much to recommend it when information is asymmetric, uncertainty is 

pervasive, and effort on the part of agents is privately costly.   But truncated, short period bonus 

structures are asking for troublexii. 
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Financial crises are the offspring of a plethora of debt.   Many countries impose fiscal distortions that 

favour debt over equity.      Macroprudential regulators need to explore this problem.   In most 

jurisdictions, profits are subject to corporation taxes.  These are levied, typically, on trading profits 

minus certain deductions.  One prominent deduction is interest on debt.   But equity is hit twice – 

first by corporation tax, and then, often with only limited offset, by income tax.    Inflation is apt to 

even things up somewhat, because it is nominal interest payments, not real interest, that an 

individual creditor pays income tax upon.   There is a particular rate of inflation where equity and 

debt are subject to distortions of similar magnitude, and therefore to no net bias.  But if you, the 

policy maker, try to set inflation targets below that rate, and manage to adhere to them, you create 

a prod-debt bias.      The low inflation rates enjoyed by many countries during the “Great 

Moderation” will have strengthened that bias, and shares blame for the excessive leveraging that 

characterized the crises of 2008-9.     This is not to argue for higher inflation rates, but rather to 

highlight the enormous role the tax system can play in both causing financial instability, and 

combating it.   

 

9. Monetary policy and macroprudential policy 

 

Monetary stability and financial stability are both important objectives.  They form two distinct 

targets.  There is no case for expecting that a single instrument (such a central bank policy rate) can 

achieve both of them, except by chance.   We need (at least) two distinct instruments if we are to try 

to attain two targets.  And they should be assigned on the basis of comparative advantage.  One 

instrument can be superior to another in absolute terms in several dimensions: size of effect; speed 

of effect; predictability of effect; and absence of harmful side effects.   So working out which 

instrument has a comparative advantage on what is challenging.   

 

Could the policy rate be regarded as a financial stability instrument?   It is interesting to note that 

the best way of responding to financial crises some decades ago was to raise interest rates.  Raising 

rates penalized the hoarding of cash, and made lodging funds in a bank, all else equal, more 

attractive - so it could nip a bank run in the bud.  Raising short term interest rates was also the 

standard way of fighting to preserve the exchange rate in a currency crisis.   But in recent years many 

leading countries have moved towards freer floating exchange rates, so foreign exchange crises have 
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become rarer (at least after 19920-3 in Europe).  Policy makers have also become more concerned 

with calming nerves and buttressing asset prices in a banking crisis.     

 

If the urgent task is to contain a banking crisis that has just occurred, policy rate cuts are highly 

desirable – in so far as the zero bound permitsxiii.    But in other respects they may add fuel to the 

fire.  This is for two reasons.   First, a policy rate cut should stimulate borrowing, lending and the 

expenditure, typically capital expenditure, that will now have become attractive.    If sustained for 

several years, it could lead to a lending boom that ends abruptly in a still graver crisis later on.   The 

monetary policy reaction to the dot.com crash and 9/11 outrage in 2001 kept policy rates far below 

neutral for some three years, contributing powerfully in the opinion of many to the disasters of 

2008.    

 

The second problem is less obvious but may be even more serious.   If banks have been shattered in 

a financial collapse, ultra-low policy rates will imply negligible nominal interest rates (and in time 

heavily negative real interest rates) for depositors; the cash option that makes it hard to set policy 

rates at zero or below has similar implications for deposit interest rates.       Do you really help banks 

to thrive in the long run by destroying the incentive to lodge deposits – their key input - with them?     

It is an important principle of public economics that taxes on inputs should be zero.  Diamond and 

Mirrlees (1971) established this imperative even for a second best world.   Furthermore, a glance at 

the monopoly – monopsony model of banks constructed by Klein (1971), which can readily be 

extended to other forms of competition, will show that the direct effect of lowering a benchmark 

interest rate that the bank(s) take as exogenous will serve to lower bank profits, not to raise them.   

Given time, a weakened stream of profits congeals into a higher mortality hazard, not a lower one.  

 

In addition, if the primary problem is, as in 2008xiv, a credit crunch, due to a sudden unwillingness of 

banks and others to buy assets perceived to be risky, a strong case can be made for the authorities 

to provide extra liquidity and provide purchase support for these underpriced – possibly unsaleable 

– assets.    The public sector should buy assets, but, in these circumstances, risky ones that the 

market has discounted far too heavily, not safe ones.  This argument is pressed persuasively in 

Gertler et al (2011).   The Bagehot message for responding to a liquidity shortage at a fundamentally 

solvent institution was to lend freely – but at a premium.    
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Yet there are arguments in favour of policy cuts in the immediate aftermath of a serious banking 

crisis.  Here are three of them.  First, at the aggregate level, policy cuts, to levels below neutral, can 

only stir up inflation in the future.  Heightened inflation expectations serve to raise aggregate 

demand in normal circumstances, and may therefore act as a roundabout way of unblocking the 

financial frictions that suddenly place an expanded barrier between lenders and borrowers.    

Second, policy cuts, or their counterpart at the zero bound in the form of quantitative easing, will 

sooner or later pump up the nominal prices of key assets that the bank may be holding as collateral 

against shaky loans.   So monetary expansion lowers delinquency – or more pertinently, it lowers 

expected losses given default.    So distressed banks have their survival prospects improved.   And 

finally, if the crisis has led the government to run large budget deficits, much of them financed by 

unindexed debt in domestic currency, additional inflation – at rates unanticipated when the lenders 

bought the relevant bonds, presumably -  secures the first-order welfare gain of lowering the levels 

of distorting taxes needed to finance the state’s real debt servicing costs.    Unexpected inflation is 

“the gentleman’s default” (Sinclair, 2011).   

 

10. One international aspect of macroprudential policy 

 

The discussion about housing markets stressed how perilous it can be to engineer a monetary union 

between countries with very different inflation and interest rate histories.  Perilous, at least, if policy 

makers fail to compensate for changes in front loading patterns of debt service by restraining 

duration. Not all forms of international financial integration bring net benefits, unless 

macroprudential regulation is alert to possible risks. And in another aspect of integration, though   

emerging economies stand to gain much by permitting the free movement of capital across national 

boundaries, there is also a potential downside.   Foreigners’ information about domestic investment 

opportunities and risks may be very limited.   Perceptions may be mercurial and shallow.  And 

countries with poorly developed financial markets are especially vulnerable – and likely to suffer 

adverse consequences from premature liberalization, as Aoki et al (2010) show.   The right to 

suspend or qualify free international capital movements may be worth retaining, even if that right is 

exercised only in special circumstances.  As always, a tax is generally preferable to a ban, and a 

modest tax, announced as temporary, may well, in emergencies, achieve macroprudential policy 

objectives at minimum damage to resource allocation.   Similar arguments apply to other forms of 
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international financial integration, such as allowing overseas banks to operate at home without any 

special restrictions.   It remains true that restricting any form of international trade can never be 

justified when conditions are ideal, and that some other instrument of intervention will in principle 

do less damage when they are not.    But the case for macroprudential intervention stands or falls on 

the issue of market failure, which, as we have seen, can be pervasive and profound, and the choice 

of how and when to intervene cannot be obstructed by blind appeals to the doctrine that laissez 

faire is always best.    And, as Buera et al (2011) remind us, confidence in economic doctrines is not 

set in stone.  
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i
 P 23.  
ii
 Foster and Young (2010) provide an excellent account of how average portfolio managers can masquerade as 

good ones for a while!  
iii
 If housing investment is irreversible, except by allowing depreciation to take its course, as in Dixit and 

Pindyck (1994), there is a floor of zero to zH + dH/dt, and hence (if the supply curve still applies) to q.  
Reversibility would allow houses to be turned back into consumption goods (such as firewood, perhaps) and 
the construction slump would not last as long as under irreversibility.   But irreversibility would imply that 
construction activity was subject  to real option effects.  And these effects would probably serve to temper the 
boom from S to T if builders foresaw some chance that the boom would end.     
iv
 Though there would still be the risk of a major change when the interval of the fix drew to a close.  

v
 Levich (2012) looks at the associated phenomenon of covered interest parity.  

vi
 And an earlier paper of theirs in 1989.  

vii
 The loan on such mortgages is not amortized, and, unless terms are changed, the borrower never comes to 

own the property outright.  
viii

 On page 18.  
ix
 Borio and Lowe (2004) presented interesting, and prescient, arguments about this several years ago.  

x
 Angelini et al (2011) and King (2010) provide excellent treatment of aspects of Basel III.  

xi
 In addition to Goyal (2007), already recommended for his very comprehensive analysis of the economics of 

networks, the reader may wish to consult Gleick (2011) for a broader discussion of information, its 
transmission, and its effects.  
xii

 Sinclair (2012) and Thanassoulis (2010) consider these issues in some detail.   
xiii

 Some have asked whether the zero bound can be bypassed: McCallum (2011) discusses this.  
xiv

 Tirole (2011) has a very thought provoking recent paper on illiquidity.  
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